Arrow pushing (why never pulling?) is a technique learnt by all students of organic chemistry (inorganic chemistry seems exempt!). The rules are easily learnt (supposedly) and it can be used across a broad spectrum of mechanism. But, as one both becomes more experienced, and in time teaches the techniques oneself as a tutor, its subtle and nuanced character starts to dawn. An example of such a mechanism is illustrated below, and in this post I attempt to tease out some of these nuances.
The example chosen is the reduction of a carboxylic acid to an alcohol by borane (diborane). Lecture notes present this reaction as being specific to carboxylic acids, even in the presence of carboxylic esters. The tutor is then faced with how to explain this selectivity to students in a tutorial, using arrow pushing.
Scheme for reduction of a carboxylic acid by borane.
I start with grouping the arrow pushing into three sets:
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Anatomy of an arrow-pushing tutorial: reducing a carboxylic acid.
HENRY RZEPA ✎ 1. The essential arrows (red). These will attempt to describe the key mechanistic step for which an answer is sought, in this example why the reaction is so selective for the carboxylic acid. A cruder, but perhaps pragmatic description is that these are the arrows needed to pass examinations in the subject (music to students' ears). 2. The lazy arrows (blue). In this case, these arrows are essential to "prep the patient", but they will not of themselves carry much insight into the operation of the mechanism. 3. The workup arrows (green). To continue the medical analogy, this is a post operative "closing the patient up" stage. This tutorial actually starts with non-arrows. Process 1 involves converting the actual real structure of diborane (a bridged dimer) into its monomer, which is thought to be the active ingredient of this reagent. Because the bridging hydrogens are bound by three-centre-two-electron bonds, it is actually difficult to represent this process with conventional (two-centre-two-electron) arrows. So we do not even try! Process 3 is the one which involves the essential (red) arrow pushing. It encapsulates the reason why only a carboxylic acid reacts in this process, and these arrows can be formalised by computing the transition state quantum mechanically (below). In fact there are two ways of illustrating this essential process. Process 2 involves first forming a O-B bond before the essential arrows. Process 4 involves another B-O bond AFTER the key transition state; the outcome of either process is identical. This illustrates another subtle behaviour in arrow pushing; the detailed timing or choreography of the arrows. In this example, the animated form of the reaction coordinate indicates relatively little B-O bond formation, so we will go with 2 and then 5 as the more realistic representation. In fact, the QM transition state is fascinating in its own right; note for example how one of the two extruding hydrogen atoms is moving far less (the hydridic one) than the other (the proton-like one; full details available at 10042/to-5725).
Key transition state? Click for 3D.
Process 6 is a lazy category. The preceding steps are simply repeated twice more to form a triacyloxyborane. There are many other forms of lazy arrow. Proton transfers are often thought of in this category, and double headed arrows involved in addition/elimination to e.g. carbonyl groups.
Process 7 and 8 are in an awkward category. Of themselves, they do not explain the selectivity of borane for this functional group, but they do represent another essential operation; namely the actual reduction of the carbonyl group. They are also somewhat speculative, and it is quite possible other routes could be devised.
Finally, with 9, we arrive at a resting phase which now requires workup (green). Thus 10 and 11 represent hydrolysis of the borate esters to the reduced alcohol and something starting to resemble boric acid. Clearly, more arrows are needed after 11, but few tutors (or examination graders) would begrudge a student if these were to be omitted.
Step 11 also contains some lazy arrows, since a proton is transferred between oxygen atoms, but no arrows are shown for this process.
Clearly, there are plenty of nuances here, and it is perfectly possible that other arrow-pushers may even disagree with some of the ones I have shown above. But perhaps the above analysis might give you some ideas of your own on how to communicate the essential of reaction mechanisms to others.
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